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SU-8 cylinders after release We showed the fabrication of bicolor SU-8 filled cylinders. Using the 
natural hydrophobic SU-8 tendency and an O2 plasma to selectively 
functionalize the cylinder surfaces, we performed in liquid SA. With an 
optimized orbital shaking, we obtained a selective and pairwise SA 
yield above 60%, shown by the two colors of the cylinders.
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Abstract
Passing from millimeter to micrometer scale, the traditional pick and place method for assembling large amount of compounds be-
comes difficult and time consuming. At micrometer scale it is then very important to have other assembling methods. This work 
presents the ability to perform selective and pairwise serial self-assembly of more than 500 immersed compounds, using hydropho-
bic interaction [1]. To show the selectivity of the assembly, bicolor 100 μm SU-8 filled cylinders have been fabricated by photolithogra-
phy techniques. Inducing selective hydrophilic interaction, a yield higher than 60% of correctly assembled parts has been achieved. 
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The hydrophilic behavior of O2 treated 
SU-8, influencing its surface energy, will 
decrease over days [2]. 
